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A Better Future Starts
Today...With Clar8ty
Welcome To Clar8ty
At Clar8ty, our desire is to connect with like-minded
people who truly seek to maximize their potential in
every area of their lives by expanding the
boundaries of what is possible... for every individual
and every family.

Clar8ty Is Embarking On A New Path
Clar8ty is introducing a new pathway, one you can
leverage to shape a better future starting TODAY...
while building a lasting legacy for tomorrow. We are
building a community, a culture and a movement
that is attracting and empowering like-minded
people to become more, to grow in a common
direction... together.
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Personal Sales

Retail Income

Personal Volume Commissions

PAID OUT AT MID-MONTH AND END-MONTH

PAID OUT AT MID-MONTH AND END-MONTH

When Customers select the option of Home Delivery (auto-ship) they
receive product at a discounted price and become VIP Customers. The
discounted price applies to their current order and all product orders they
place in the future while their Home Delivery (auto-ship) is active.

The Personal Volume Commission rewards you for sharing our great
products with others. This commission comes from the purchases you
make personally and the purchases made by your personally enrolled
Customers. This commission is a percentage (up to 25%) of the Home
Delivery price of the product sold and it’s paid in addition to the Retail
Income. The requirement to earn Personal Volume Commission is based
on your PV (Personal Volume) in the calendar month.

If the Customer chooses not to have a Home Deliver (auto-ship) with their
purchase, and they currently do not have a Home Delivery on their
account, they will pay the full retail price. In this case, a Retail Income is
generated and gets paid to you, the sponsor. This amount is the price
difference between retail price and the Home Delivery price.

PV (PERSONAL VOLUME): The combined QV from your customers’
purchases and your own purchases.

MONTHLY PERSONAL VOLUME

PERSONAL VOLUME COMMISSION

100 – 999 PV

15%

1,000 – 1,999 PV

20%

2,000+ PV

25%

At the end of each month, Clar8ty will pay retroactively on anything not
earned in mid-month. For example, suppose you had a Customer place an
order on the 1st of the month for 80PV. And then on the 16th of the month,
you place your own personal order for 80PV. On the mid-month run, you will
not receive the 15% because you did not yet have 100 PV at that time. At
the end of the month, you will receive that 15% for the order placed on the
1st and your own order.
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The Power of 3
PAID OUT MONTHLY

As a Brand Partner, you can participate in the “Power of 3” and
receive monthly product for FREE (up to 70 QV)! In order to
participate, the following qualifications must be met:

•

You must have at least three (3) qualified VIP Customers each
with a monthly home delivery order of 65 QV minimum.

JON
VIP Customer
70QV+

UP TO 70QV IN

FREE PRODUCT

YOU
Active Brand
Partner

ANN
VIP Customer
70QV+

BEN
VIP Customer
70QV+
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Instant Success Pak Bonuses
PAID OUT AT MID-MONTH AND END-MONTH

The Instant Success Pak Bonus rewards you when a new Brand
Partner in your level 1-3 purchases an Instant Success Pak at any
time. You can earn this Bonus at anytime, as long as you are active
and an Instant Success Pak is purchased by someone in your level
1-3. If an Instant Success Pak bonus is paid on the purchase of an
Instant Success Pak, no other bonuses are paid on Instant Success
Paks as they will not have any CV.

EXAMPLE: When Bill purchases Culture Pak, you earn a Level 1
Bonus of $115. When Joe purchases a Culture Pak, Pat earns a Level
1 Bonus of $115 and you earn a Level 2 Bonus of $50.

YOU

ACTIVE BRAND
PARTNER

INSTANT
SUCCESS PAK

PRICE

LEVEL 1
(ENROLLER)

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

PERSONAL

$248

$50

$25

$10

CULTURE

$548

$115

$50

$20

PLATINUM

$848

$175

$75

BILL
CULTURE PAK

JON

JON
ACTIVE BRAND
PARTNER

PAT

JOE

ACTIVE BRAND
PARTNER

YOU EARN
LEVEL 1 BONUS

$40

This commission utilizes the enrollment genealogy.

$115

At the end of each month, Clar8ty will pay retroactively on anything
not earned in mid-month. For example, suppose you had a Brand
Partner place an order on the 1st of the month for a Culture Pak. And
then on the 16th of the month, you place your own personal order for
80PV. On the mid-month run, you will not receive the bonus because
you were not active at that time. At the end of the month, you will
receive that Instant Success Pak bonus for the order placed on the 1st.

JOE
CULTURE PAK

YOU EARN
LEVEL 2 BONUS

$50
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Freedom Pathways

QUALIFICATIONS ARE BASED ON CALENDAR MONTH
The Clar8ty Customer Acquisition Pay Plan was designed with Freedom Pathways to help you maximize your compensation and achieve important
milestones that will help ensure the long term success of your business. Each path has a title defined by qualifications that must be achieved within the
calendar month.

PERSONAL VOLUME
TEAM VOLUME

BRAND PARTNER

BRAND PARTNER 1

BRAND PARTNER 2

BRAND PARTNER 3

EXECUTIVE 1

EXECUTIVE 2

EXECUTIVE 3

Active: 100 PV

100 PV

200 PV

300 PV

400 PV

400 PV

400 PV

500 TV

1,000 TV

1,500 TV

2,500 TV

4,500 TV

7,000 TV

750 TV

1,250 TV

2,250 TV

3,500 TV

1 Builder Leg

2 Builder Legs

3 Builder Legs

MAX VOLUME
LEGS

Freedom Pathway requirements utilize the placement genealogy

Freedom Pathways continued on next page…

PERSONAL VOLUME (PV)
The total Personal Volume includes the volume that comes from your
personal orders and your personally enrolled customer’s orders
within the period.

MAXIMUM LEG VOLUME (MLV)
For title qualification purposes only, you may count up to the stated
Maximum Leg Volume amount towards your Team Volume (TV) from
any individual leg or from your own Personal Volume (PV).

Note: For fulfilling the PV requirement of your title, no more than
150 QV can come from your own personal purchases.

LEGS
A Leg begins with a first level Brand Partner and includes all of the
Brand Partners beneath them. A Brand Partner can have as many
legs as they have first level Brand Partners.

TEAM VOLUME (TV)
The combined QV from all the purchases made by yourself, your
customers, and the consultants and their customers in your entire
downline.

BUILDER LEG
Builder Leg is any leg where there is at least a total of 1,500 QV
within the leg.
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Freedom Pathways

QUALIFICATIONS ARE BASED ON CALENDAR MONTH

Continued from previous page
SENIOR EXECUTIVE 1

SENIOR EXECUTIVE 2

SENIOR EXECUTIVE 3

GLOBAL AMBASSADOR 1

GLOBAL AMBASSADOR 2

GLOBAL AMBASSADOR 3

PERSONAL VOLUME

400 PV

400 PV

400 PV

400 PV

400 PV

400 PV

TEAM VOLUME

14,000 TV

25,000 TV

45,000 TV

80,000 TV

160,000 TV

320,000 TV

MAX VOLUME

7,000

12,500

22,500

40,000

80,000

160,000

LEGS

(3) Executive 1+
Legs

(3) Executive 2+
Legs

(3) Executive 3+
Legs

(3) Senior
Executive 1+ Legs

(3) Senior Executive 2+ Legs

(3) Senior Executive 3+ Legs

NewGenQ

NewGenQ

Freedom Pathway requirements utilize the placement genealogy

PERSONAL VOLUME (PV)
The total Personal Volume includes the volume that comes from your
personal orders and your personally enrolled customer’s orders
within the period.

MAXIMUM LEG VOLUME (MLV)
For title qualification purposes only, you may count up to the stated
Maximum Leg Volume amount towards your Team Volume (TV) from
any individual leg or from your own Personal Volume (PV).

Note: For fulfilling the PV requirement of your title, no more than
150 QV can come from your own personal purchases.

LEGS
A Leg begins with a first level Brand Partner and includes all of the
Brand Partners beneath them. A Brand Partner can have as many
legs as they have first level Brand Partners.

TEAM VOLUME (TV)
The combined QV from all the purchases made by yourself, your
customers, and the consultants and their customers in your entire
downline.

BUILDER LEG
Builder Leg is any leg where there is at least a total of 1,500 QV
within the leg.
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Early Advancement Rewards
PAID OUT MONTHLY

These Early Advancement Rewards provide you with a clear path of
what you should be doing and an opportunity to earn free product and
commissions in your Early Advancement Period which is the month you
join plus the next three full monthly periods of enrollment. (Join Month
+ 3 following months).

EXAMPLE: Achieving Brand Partner 3
Below is an example of the many ways you can achieve the title of
Brand Partner 3. See page 7 for complete qualifications to each title.

These product and cash bonuses can be earned by qualifying at BRAND
PARTNER 1 and higher titles and by selling and sponsoring.

JOE

CUSTOMER 2

JOE

CALIBR8
68 QV

JON
Qualifications for Brand Promoter 1-3
Each title is defined by qualifications that must be achieved within the
calendar month.

PERSONAL VOLUME
TEAM VOLUME

BRAND PARTNER 2

BRAND PARTNER 3

100 PV

200 PV

300 PV

500 TV

1,000 TV

MAX VOLUME

BONUS

$80
(product credit)

TEAM VOLUME

600

YOU

JOE

CALIBR8
68 QV

BRAND
PARTNER

JOE

TEAM VOLUME

600

{
{

This leg generates
600 in monthly
Team Volume (TV)

This leg generates
600 in monthly
Team Volume (TV)

BRAND
PARTNER

CUSTOMER 3
LIVE ACTIV8
198 QV

JOE
0

TEAM VOLUME

In this scenario Brand Partner 3 has been achieved with these
qualifications:

1,500 TV
750 TV

$50
(product credit)

JOE

CALIBR8
68 QV

When you achieve Brand Partner 1-3 (see table below) you will be
qualified to receive the highest bonus for which you qualify for. Only
one bonus will be awarded each period because you can earn an Early
Advancement Reward each month of your Early Advancement period.
See FAQs on page 29 for examples on how this is paid.

BRAND PARTNER 1

BRAND
PARTNER

CUSTOMER 1

Personal Volume : 402
Team Volume :

$100

1602

Max Volume : Each leg had under 750 TV
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Advancement Income
PAID OUT MONTHLY

When you achieve the title of Executive 1, Executive 2, Executive 3,
and Sr. Executive 3 for the first time, you will receive a one-time
bonus. There is no time limit to when this can be achieved.
When you are qualified as an Executive 3 or higher and someone in
your personally-enrolled group promotes up to an Executive 3 or
higher for the first time, you will receive a matching bonus of $600.
While you receive your own Advancement Income only once, you can
receive the matching bonus an unlimited number of times.

Bonuses for achieving Executive 1-3 and Senior Executive 1
TITLE

EXECUTIVE 1

EXECUTIVE 2

EXECUTIVE 3

BONUS

$100

$200

$600

SPONSOR
MATCH

$600

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE 3

JON

$1,000
$600

Sponsor must be Executive 3 or higher to earn the matching bonus
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Level Income
PAID OUT MONTHLY

Your Level 1
generates a total of
600 CV. This includes
the Brand Partners at
that level along with
their customers. You
earn 9% which is $54

If a Brand Partner in your team has 0 PV, then that level will be
ignored so you can be paid even deeper.

Your Level 2
generates a total of
400 CV. This includes
the Brand Partners at
that level along with
their customer. You
earn 3% which is $12

LEVEL 2

EXAMPLE: This demonstrates your Level
Income with the title of Brand Partner 3
LEVEL 1

When you are qualified as a Brand Partner 1 or higher in the month,
you may receive a percentage on the Commissionable Volume (CV)
from the sales of the Brand Partners (including their customers)
below you, down through six levels. The percentages and number of
levels that you are paid on are based on your paid-as title each
month.

ACTIVE
BRAND PARTNER
ACTIVE
BRAND PARTNER

YOU

TITLE: Brand
Partner 3

JOE

400 CV

JOE

500 CV

ACTIVE
BRAND PARTNER

100 CV

JOE

Level Income payout by Title
Paid-As Title

BRAND PARTNER
1

BRAND PARTNER
2

BRAND PARTNER
3

EXECUTIVE
1

EXECUTIVE
2

EXECUTIVE
3

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE 1

SENIOR
EXECUTIVE 2+

Level 1 Bonus

5%

7%

9%

10%

11%

12%

12%

12%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

7%

2%

3%

4%

5%

2%

3%

4%

2%

3%

Level 2 Bonus
Level 3 Bonus
Level 4 Bonus
Level 5 Bonus
Level 6 Bonus

2%

This commission utilizes the placement genealogy
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Check Match Income
PAID OUT MONTHLY

When you are qualified as a Senior Executive or higher, you can receive a percentage match on the Level Income earnings from the Executive 3s and
Leaders below you. Each of those individuals is considered a generation to you and you can be paid through five generations of Title (highest-achieved)
Executive 3s and higher. The percentage of match you earn and the number of generations you are paid on are based on your paid-as title, regardless of
the paid-as title of those generations below you, allowing you to earn even on individuals who may be paid at your same or higher title.

Title Abbreviations

SENIOR EXECUTIVE 1

SENIOR EXECUTIVE 2

SENIOR EXECUTIVE 3

GLBOAL AMBASSADOR 1

GLBOAL AMBASSADOR 2

GLBOAL AMBASSADOR 3

Generation 1

8%

10%

15%

17%

18%

20%

12%

15%

17%

18%

12%

15%

17%

12%

15%

Generation 2
Generation 3
Generation 4
Generation 5
Check Match Cap
per PayOn match

12%
$300

$500

$800

$1,500

$3,000

$5,000

This commission utilizes the placement genealogy

The maximum amount (cap) you may receive on each Brand Partner is based on your paid-as title. See the Glossary section for more information on the
“Check Match Cap”
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Lifestyle Income
PAID OUT MONTHLY

To become eligible for a Lifestyle Income you must meet the respective requirements for the Bonus Payment amount for 3 consecutive monthly periods.
Full Bonus Qualification:
You can receive the Lifestyle Income Payment amount for the highest
payment amount for which you are both eligible and qualified by
meeting the respective requirements.

Title

Partial Bonus Qualification:
If a Brand Partner fails to fully qualify for all Bonus Payment amounts
they are eligible for due to not meeting all the respective
requirements for each bonus amount but are paid-as Global
Ambassador 1 or higher, then they will receive 75% of the Global
Ambassador 1 Lifestyle Income Payment amount.

GLOBAL
AMBASSADOR 1

GLOBAL
AMBASSADOR 2

GLOBAL
AMBASSADOR 3

Lifestyle Income TV w/
MLV

(MLV: 60,000)

(MLV: 120,000)

(MLV: 250,000)

Lifestyle Income Payment

$600

$700

$800

120,000

240,000

500,000

Once a you become eligible, you can lose your eligible status for the bonus payment amount by failing to fully qualify for the bonus payment amount for
three consecutive periods. If you have lost your eligible status for a bonus payment amount, you will need to restart your eligibility for the bonus
payment amount again by meeting the requirements for the respective bonus payment amount for three consecutive periods.
If you fail to fully qualify for all Bonus Payment amounts you are eligible for due to not meeting all the respective requirements for each bonus amount
but are paid-as Sr. Executive 3, then you will receive 50% of the Global Ambassador 1 Lifestyle Income Payment amount.
“Two Title Gap” disqualification Rule:
If you are paid-as 2 or more titles lower than your Title (highest-achieved) in the period, you will not receive any Lifestyle Income Payment in that period.
This rule overrides both the “Full Bonus Qualification” and “Partial Bonus Qualification” rules above. For example if you had a Title of Global
Ambassador 3 but were paid-as Global Ambassador 1, even though you may be eligible for the Global Ambassador 1 Lifestyle Income Payment due to
recently meeting the requirements for 3 consecutive periods, and even though you may have sufficient TV, you will not receive any Lifestyle Income
awards in the period due to the two title difference of your Title and Paid-as title.
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Infinity Bonus
PAID OUT MONTHLY

The Infinity Income pays a percentage on all Commissionable Volume
on level 7 and below. This income starts where the Level Income ends,
which could be at Level 7 or beyond.
The percentage that you can earn is based on your paid-as title for that
period. You will not be blocked from receiving your payout by other
Brand Partners with the same or higher paid-as title, however a
company cap does exist.
The company CV cap will ensure that the Infinity Income does
exceed the specified percentage of the total Company CV within
period. If the Infinity Income does exceed the bonus cap, then
bonus will be reduced proportionally so that the bonus cap is
exceeded.

not
the
the
not

If a Brand Partner in your team has 0 PV, then that LevelJON
Income will roll
upline.
The Infinity Income CV Cap is: 2%
Title
Level 7 and below –
Cap 2% of CV

GLOBAL AMBASSADOR 2 GLOBAL AMBASSADOR 3
0.5%

0.75%
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Glossary Of Terms
Active

A Brand Partner must maintain at least 100 Personal Volume Capped (PVc) to be considered Active for that period.

Builder Leg

Any leg where there is at least a total of 1,500 QV within the leg.

Freedom Pathway

The Freedom Pathway is the primary mechanism for recognizing skill and competency within this plan. Progression through the Freedom Pathways is
available only to Brand Partners. All Freedom Pathway requirements will utilize the Placement Genealogy.

Career Title

A Brand Partner’s Career Title is their recognition title or the highest title they have achieved. A Brand Partner’s Career Title does not change unless
they are promoted or demoted (see Requalification Policy), unlike a Paid-as Title which may vary from month to month.
For example, Joanna met the requirements to promote to the title of Executive 3 in June. Her Career Title is now Executive 3 and will remain so until
she promotes to a higher title or is permanently demoted (see Demotion Policy). In July, she is paid-as a Executive 3. Her Career Title and Paid-as
Title are the same. In August, she is paid-as a Brand Partner 3. Her Career Title remains as a Executive 3 but her Paid-as Title for August is Brand
Partner 3.

Check Match Cap

A cap will be used to ensure that the company does not exceed their budgeted Check Match payout. If the total Check Match Commission payout
(after individual caps were applied) in a month exceeds 8% of the period CV then all Check Match earnings will be adjusted down by an equal
percentage in order to re-adjust the payouts and stay within budget.

Check Match Generation

A Check Match Generation is a Executive 3 or higher Career title in a downline, regardless of what level they are on. A Check Match Generation 1
would be the first EX3 or higher (no other EX3s or higher Career Titles between the PayTo Brand Partner and the PayOn Brand Partner), the Check
Match Generation 2 would be the second EX3 or higher (there is one other EX3 or higher, based on Career Title, between the PayTo Brand Partner
and the PayOn Brand Partner), and so on. For purposes of Check Match, it is only these EX3s or higher (based on Career Titles) on which the match is
made.

Commissionable Volume
(CV)

Commissionable Volume (CV) is the volume on which commissions are paid.
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Glossary Of Terms
Customer

A customer is an individual who purchases products for personal use and has not signed an agreement with the company. There are two types of
customers: Retail Customers and VIP Customers. When used alone, the term “customer” refers to both types.

Demotion

A Demotion occurs when a Brand Partner fails to requalify for their Career Title of Executive 3 or higher. Please refer to the Requalification Policy.

Downline

All of the people below you are considered to be part of your downline.

Enroller

The person who introduces an individual to the company is considered to be the “Enroller.”

Enrollment Genealogy

The Enrollment Genealogy follows the line of Enrollment (see also Enroller).

Generation

A Generation is a group that has formed in a downline. It starts with a Career Title Executive 3 or higher and includes everyone below them, down to
but not including then next Executive 3 or higher, based on Career Titles. If a EX3 or higher is not paid-as a EX3, they are still considered a
Generation to their upline EX3 or higher.

Group

A Brand Partner themselves and their entire downline, down to but not including, the next Executive 3 (Career Title) or higher (which would be the
start of a generation). This is sometimes referred to as a “personal group” when talking about a specific Brand Partner and their group.

Leg

A Leg begins with a first level Brand Partner and includes all of the Brand Partners beneath them. A Brand Partner has as many legs as they have first
level Brand Partners.

Level

The position a Brand Partner has in a downline relative to another upline or downline Brand Partner. Brand Partners personally sponsored (i.e. first
level) are Level One. Those Brand Partners sponsored by Level One Brand Partners are Level Two, relative to the original Brand Partner. Customers
are not considered when counting levels and do not occupy a position in a Brand Partner’s genealogy.
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Glossary Of Terms
NewGenQ
(New 1st Generation
Executive 3)

Global Ambassador 2s (GA2) and above must meet an additional requirement for both promotion and to be paid-as their title. To be considered
NewGenQ, they need to have at least 1 New 1st Generation Executive 3 (EX3) every 12 months (current period and previous 11). This means that
every 12 month rolling period (oldest month off, newest month on), they need to have at least 1 Executive 3 promotion from their personal group. If
they fail to meet this, then they will be paid-as demoted to a Global Ambassador 1. Please note that a “new 1st generation” means that they have
someone who does not have a Executive 3 Career Title promote to that Career Title or higher. If someone had previously been a Executive 3 but was
later demoted according to the Requalification Policy, they could become a “new 1st Generation” if they promoted to Executive 3 again.
For example, Julie becomes a Global Ambassador 2 in January. The last time she had a new 1st Generation was in September of the previous year.
That new 1st generation will qualify her as being NewGenQ through August of the current year. Julie has another new 1st generation in July so her 12
months are reset and she is NewGenQ through June of next year. In July of next year, she has not had another new 1st generation so the highest she
may be paid as is a Global Ambassador 1.

Paid As Title (also referred
to as Paid-as)

Each Brand Partner is paid at the title for which they qualify during the period. The requirements to be paid-as a title is the same as the requirements
to promote to that title. If in any period they fail to achieve their Career Title level, they are paid at the lower title to which they do qualify for during
the period. They retain their Career Title but are paid as the title they actually qualify for.

Period

A period refers to the specific time frame in which qualifications and payouts are calculated for. In this plan, a period is equal to an actual Calendar
month. Six periods would be six calendar months.

Personal Sponsor

The Brand Partner directly above another Brand Partner in the genealogy is considered to be the “Personal Sponsor”.

Personal Volume (PV)

The total Qualifying Volume (QV) of a single Brand Partner from orders placed personally and by their personally sponsored customers (orders placed
directly with the company by customers) within the period.
For purposes of title requirements, no more than 150 QV can come from a your personal purchases towards the title Personal Volume Capped (PVc)
requirement. This rule only applies to the Personal Volume requirement for promotion and maintenance of titles.
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Glossary Of Terms
Power of 3 Product Credit

Power of 3 Product Credits will be available to Brand Partners to be used for the purchase of products on their AutoShip purchases. Product credits
will be redeemed at the AutoShip Price.
Power of 3 Product Credit guidelines:
• Orders that the Power of 3 Product credit is applied to will have both the QV and CV reduced porportionally
• Issued and redeemed as the AutoShip price
• Will be applied automatically to next AutoShip order
• Unused product credits will not carry forward
• Brand Partners who are not on AutoShip or cancel their AutoShip will forfeit any Power of 3 product credits.
• Brand Partners who fail to renew will forfeit any remaining product credits.

Placement Genealogy

The Placement Genealogy follows the line of Personal sponsorship (see also Personal Sponsor). A holding tank will facilitate the placement of new
Brand Partners. Placement of new Brand Partners will be allowed for the first 7 days (Join date + 6 days) of the new Brand Partner.

Product Credit - Standard

Product Credits will be available to Brand Partners to be used for the purchase of products. Product credits will be redeemed for the wholesale Brand
Partner Price equivalent even though the Brand Partner redeeming the product credit may be redeeming them at a discounted price (i.e. AutoShip
price).
For example: Vanessa earned $100 in product credit. She wishes to purchase product ABC that is sold at wholesale for $100. Vanessa’s price however
may be at her Brand Partner AutoShip price which is a discounted amount from the retail price. When Vanessa redeems her product credit towards
the purchase of product ABC, her available product credit balance will be $0 since the product was worth $100 and she used $100 worth of product
credit.
Product Credit guidelines:
• Orders that the Product Credit is applied to will have both the QV and CV reduced porportionally
• Issued and redeemed as the wholesale price equivalent
• Can be used for individual orders outside of AutoShip
• Can be used on all standard retail products
• Cannot be used towards business supplies, renewal fees, monthly hosting fee, etc
• Unused product credits will carry forward up to 3 full months from when issued (Month Issued + 2 calendar months)
• Brand Partners who fail to renew will forfeit any remaining product credits.
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Glossary Of Terms
Promote (Promotion)

A Brand Partner promotes to a new Career Title when they meet all of the qualifications for that title in the period. The promotion is effective the first
day of the same period meaning that regardless of what day the promotion was actually qualified for, the new Career Title is effective for the entire
period. For example, if a Brand Partner meets the qualifications for a Sr. Executive 1 on June 23rd, they “promote” to the title of Sr. Executive 1 for
the entire period of June (effective June 1) and will be paid-as a Sr. Executive 1 for the entire period of June.

Qualified

A Brand Partner is considered to be Qualified if they meet the Paid-As requirements for a particular payout and/or title.

Qualified Leg

Qualified Legs require that at least one individual in the leg is qualified to be paid as a specific title position (or above) during the month. For
example, if the requirement required a EX3 Leg, this would mean that somewhere within the leg there must be at least one Brand Partner that is
paid-as a Executive 3 or higher.
Qualified Legs depend on the monthly Paid-As Title.

Qualified VIP

A VIP Customer (VIP) who has a total of at least 65 QV within the period.

Qualifying Volume (QV)

Qualifying Volume (QV) is a currency neutral point value used for various volume metrics and is used to determine if the Brand Partner is qualified
based on the terms of their respective title.

Requalification Policy

Executive 3s and higher must be paid-as their Career title at least once every 12 months in order to keep their Career Title. If a Brand Partner is not
paid-as their Career Title at least once within 12 consecutive months, their Career Title will be demoted to their Paid-As title in the 12th month to be
effective in that same period. There are no demotions for titles lower than Executive 3. If the title they were paid-as in the 12th month is lower than
Executive 2 the lowest they will be demoted to will be Executive 2.
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Glossary Of Terms
Retail Customer

A Retail Customer is a customer that is not signed up on Autoship. They pay the full retail price and purchase when they desire.

Roll-up

Roll-up refers to the “rolling up” of payouts due to a Brand Partner having 0 PV in the month. This is applicable to both Level Income and the Infinity
Bonus.

Team Volume (TV)

The total Qualifying Volume (QV) from a Brand Partner and their entire downline organization. It includes the Brand Partner and their customers and
ALL downline Brand Partners and customers, regardless of their titles.
A maximum leg volume is in effect, please refer to the definition “Team Volume Cap” below.
This metric will utilize the Placement Genealogy.

Team Volume Cap
(Max Leg Volume (MLV))

For purposes of title qualifications only, a maximum TV amount has been established for Brand Partner 3 and above where no more than a specified
amount will be counted towards the TV requirement from either:
• The Brand Partner’s total PV (the total QV from personal purchases and those of their customers)
OR
• The total QV from any single leg (all Brand Partners and customers within that leg).
See also definitions for Team Volume and Leg.
This metric will utilize the Placement Genealogy when identifying the legs this definition will be calculated on.

VIP Customer

A VIP Customer is a customer that is signed up on AutoShip and receives a slight discount off the retail price of the product.
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F.A.Q.s (Frequently Asked Questions)
Do I have to qualify as “Active” each
month?

Do I receive Level Income from the
purchased made by Customers in my
organization?

Yes, at the beginning of every month everyone starts fresh for Title requirements. A
Brand Partner must maintain at least 100 Personal Volume to be considered Active for
that period.

Yes. Level Income begins with your personally enrolled Brand Partners. They are
considered your Level 1 and all of the Customers they enroll will also fall on your Level
1. And when a Brand Partner on your Level 2 enrolls a Customer, that Customer falls
on your Level 2. And so on.
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F.A.Q.s (Frequently Asked Questions)
Yes, in each month of the your Early Advancement period, we evaluate what your paid-as title
is and give you the corresponding reward for that title.
Example:
If you were paid as a Brand Partner 3 in your Enrollment Month plus the following three
months, you will receive the $100 bonus in each of those months.
Another example:
Can I earn an Early Advancement
Reward each month of my Early
Advancement period?

Joe qualified as...
Enrollment Month: Brand Partner 1
Month 1: Brand Partner 3
Month 2: Brand Partner 2
Month 3: Executive 1
His rewards would be…
Enrollment Month: $50 Product Credit
Month 1: $100
Month 2: $80 Product Credit
Month 3: $100
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IBO BILL OF RIGHTS
IBO BILL OF RIGHTS

RIGHT #5 –

FOUNDER’S STATEMENT

IBO’s have the right to know that the Company understands that in today’s marketplace with all the varying
means of promotion that the actions of an IBO becomes extremely transparent and visible to those within and
without the Company no matter what the IBO is promoting. Many positives and negatives can come as a result
and we ask our IBO’s to be sensitive and aware of the impact their actions can have on the Company and
respective IBO organizations in the act of promoting their business or businesses.

As founders, owners, and executives of the Company we are extremely sensitive to the unique and varied
needs of our Independent Business Owners hereinafter referred to as IBO’s. We’ve been in the field and
built large organizations and we’ve experienced the amazing positives and detrimental negatives of being
a representative for one or more network marketing companies. We’ve also experienced the positives and
negatives of owning and managing one or more companies. There is a delicate balance of how a Company
conducts its business and how it applies its policies in a manner that provides fairness and justice to all
concerned. It is with this in mind that we propose the following IBO Bill of Rights, ethics, guidelines, and
considerations.
BILL OF RIGHTS, ETHICS, GUIDELINES, AND CONSIDERATIONS
RIGHT #1 –
First and foremost the Company acknowledges that without its IBO’s the Company would not exist nor
thrive and without the Company there would be no opportunity for the IBO. Therefore, IBO’s have the right
to expect, know, and understand that they are valued, respected, held in the highest esteem, honor, and
gratitude, and that the relationship between the Company and the IBO is of paramount mutual importance
to each other.
RIGHT #2 –
IBO’s have the right to be treated literally, legally, and figuratively 100% as an Independent Contractor.
Meaning specifically that the Company does not own nor can it dictate or direct its IBO’s in any manner
that would cause them to be considered anything other than an Independent Contractor by law. The
Company will not cause nor in any way require any IBO to jeopardize the status of being an Independent
Contractor.

RIGHT #6 –
IBO’s have the right to join and participate in any legitimate business association of their choice even a
competing opportunity. IBO’s have the right to maintain their former and/or current personal and/or business
relationship(s) it had and/or continues to have with those whom they personally enroll including those not
personally enrolled in their organization or outside their organization with whom they had a former personal or
business relationship prior to either’s involvement in the Company. However, in most cases or situations it would
be unethical to directly or knowingly involve those whom are otherwise NOT personally enrolled by the IBO in
competing opportunities.
RIGHT #7 –
IBO’s have the right to expect that the Company has taken reasonable steps to insure that the products, services,
and business structure/compensation and marketing plans are properly represented, vetted, maintain
uncompromised quality, and meet any and all legal and regulatory standards where applicable as well as carry
the appropriate product liability, general liability, errors and omissions coverages.
RIGHT #8 –
IBO’s have the right to renew their annual agreement/contract without material breach thereof and have the right
to transfer or sell their Independent Contractor business to any third party that would qualify as an IBO and
following the Company policies and procedures established for such transactions.

RIGHT #3 –
IBO’s have the right, as Independent Contractors, to be involved in ANY business venture of any kind and
be involved in any number of business ventures as long as the IBO follows and adheres to the code of
ethics, company policies and procedures. (Note: If an IBO enrolls in the Company and spends one hour, or
a year, and/or builds for a few months and never builds again the Company will always be grateful and
thankful for whatever time, energy, and effort that was or is expended to benefit the Company.

RIGHT #9 –
IBO’s have the right to communicate, be heard, and listened to by the Company as long as that communication is
respectful, courteous, and constructive. The Company will make every reasonable effort to take into
consideration any and all communication, suggestions, and recommendations from its IBO’s.
RIGHT #10 –

RIGHT #4 –
IBO’s have the right to not be in fear of termination, suspension, or losing their income as long as the
actions of the IBO are not in conflict with and/or are detrimental to the Company, the upline, or other IBO’s
in the Company. The Company has a zero-termination mind-set but under very specific unacceptable,
extreme, unpredictable circumstances the Company would exercise it’s right to terminate or suspend a
IBO’s business with just cause. Should there be such situations arise the IBO has the right to a fair and
independent recourse. In the event of permanent termination IBO’s have the right to have their “case”
reviewed by a council of IBO’s of which the recommendation of this council will be taken with the upmost
consideration by the Company.

IBO’s have the right to a consistent and balanced business operations with minimal changes that would
negatively impact the majority. However, ultimately, the Company must exercise its discretion in all business
matters regardless of the impact. But know that the Company will always make every effort to do what is right
and in the best interest of all concerned no matter the situation.
RIGHT #11 –
IBO’s have the right and are entitled to be covered by these rights, ethics, considerations, and guidelines equally
regardless of sales quotas, performance, rank, or title including the right to fair and consistent treatment
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